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a b s t r a c t
We investigated annealing and thickness related performance and degradation of bulk heterojunction
solar cells based on regioregular poly(3-hexylthiophene) (RR-P3HT):[6,6]-phenyl C61-butyric acid
methyl ester (PCBM). The devices were fabricated with slow drying for different active layer thicknesses
(100–200 nm thick), followed by an identical thermal annealing. Photoinduced charge carrier generation
and dissociation as well as series resistance were extracted from the device current–voltage characteristics and correlated to the active layer absorbance and morphology to understand the behavior of the fabricated devices. It was observed that with slow drying method the thickest absorber device had the
highest efﬁciency but upon the followed thermal annealing it degraded while the thinnest one became
substantially improved in performance. For the degraded device the charge carrier generation rate was
found nearly unreduced, while the dissociation probability at maximum power voltage and series resistance largely deteriorated with thermal annealing. This implies a likely hampered charge transport and
increased recombination losses with a discontinuation of the bi-phase networks caused by a further
phase separation in the heat treatment. Thus, morphology control for effective charge transport appears
crucial to the device performance and stability, and taking into account the active layer thickness effect in
annealing is important.
Ó 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Polymer photovoltaic devices as a potential alternative for low
cost conversion of solar energy have attracted intense interest
especially since the introduction of bulk-heterojunction (BHJ) of
conjugated polymers and fullerene derivatives for efﬁcient charge
transfer between the donor and acceptor [1–3]. Power conversion
efﬁciency (PCE) has reached 3–5% with the model system
P3HT:PCBM based solar cells [4–6].
An important step for improving the device performance is to
enhance microstructure or morphology of the as-spun blend layers, which are typically amorphous due to the co-presence of PCBM
with polymer. Thermal annealing [4,5] and latterly demonstrated
slow drying or solvent annealing [7,8] have been found to be effective to restore or facilitate the polymer chain organization, which is
accompanied with segregation of PCBM, leading to formation of
the donor and acceptor rich domains (desirable size at exciton diffusion length, 10–20 nm) in the blend layer. Upon polymer ordering is a red-shifted absorption and enhanced hole-mobility as a
result of p–p stacking interaction of polymer chains and charge
carrier delocalization in the formed polymer lamellae [5,7,9]. Correspondingly, the ﬁlm color changes from orange to purple [10].
This gives rise to an enhanced light absorption of the polymer
due to a better spectral matching with the solar emission maxi⇑ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 518 437 8684; fax: +1 518 437 8603.
E-mail address: phaldar@uamail.albany.edu (P. Haldar).
0026-2714/$ - see front matter Ó 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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mum and a balanced charge transport in the interpenetrating
networks.
However, the bi-phase morphology represents a thermodynamically non-equilibrium system [11] and is highly dependent on
many factors like the two components ratio of a given material system, solvent used, processing conditions, and especially annealing
performed [4,5,12,13]. This presents a challenge in tuning and controlling the morphology with domain sizes at nanoscale of the
exciton diffusion length to give rise to a maximally allowable efﬁciency. For example, if exposed to a high temperature, the device
performance may get decreased rather than increased if an excessive domain growth/phase separation takes place [13–16]. Attaining a higher device performance with a better stability through
optimization of a single or multiple annealing steps among others
is still worth to work on. This requires an in-depth understanding
of all these effects, part of which is looked into in the present research to aid in this understanding.
In this work, we present an investigation on the effect of
annealing on the performance and degradation of RR-P3HT:PCBM
BHJ solar cells as a function of active layer thickness (in the range
from 100 nm to 200 nm), with a focus on the device physical
behavior. The device active layers were prepared with different
spin speeds and slowly dried (with different amounts of residual
solvent, depending on the ﬁlm thickness), and then subjected to
an identical thermal annealing. Followed is characterization and
comparison of the devices based on their current density–voltage
(J–V) characteristics, power conversion efﬁciency (PCE), ultravio-
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let–visible (UV–vis) absorbance, and atomic force microscopy
(AFM) surface topography. Onsager–Braun model based analysis
[17,18] was adopted to examine photoinduced charge carrier generation and dissociation in the devices, in combination with series
resistance analysis, for understanding the effects of active layer
thickness dependent annealing on the absorber morphology and
thus device performance and degradation. The results illustrate
that the morphology control for attaining effective charge transport is critical to ensure an enhanced device performance and stability, and photocurrent analysis can provide a useful indicator for
device and annealing evaluations.

2. Experimental details
The polymer solar cell in this study comprises of an active layer
of P3HT:PCBM blend sandwiched between transparent indium tin
oxide (ITO) anode and metal cathode. Fig. 1 displays a schematic of
P3HT:PCBM organic solar cells along with a picture of the fabricated devices. Before the fabrication process, patterned ITO glass
substrates were ultrasonically cleaned in a de-ionized (DI) water
bath with detergent, followed by rinsing with DI-water, drying
and UV-ozone treatment. A thin layer of poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiopene) (PEDOT):poly(styrenesulfonate) (PSS) (Baytron P) was
spin coated on the ITO surface at 6000 rpm, followed by baking
on a hotplate at 170 °C for 4 min in ambient air. The prepared substrates were then transferred into a nitrogen-ﬁlled glove box for
subsequent processing and current–voltage characterization. A
RR-P3HT:PCBM (1:0.6 weight-ratio) solution was made by addition
of PCBM (American Dye Source) to a solution of P3HT (Rieke Metals) in 1,2-dichlorobenzene (DCB), 17 mg/ml, and subsequent stirring of the blend at 45 °C for 36 h. P3HT:PCBM active layers were
spin coated from the blend solution at speed of 500, 1000 and
1500 rpm for 60 s to form different thicknesses, being wet to
nearly dry after the spin process. Each ﬁlm upon spin coating
was placed in a plastic sample container for slow drying
(15 min) at room temperature in the glove box, undergoing a solvent vapor treatment [7,8]. After drying, the ﬁlms spun at 500,
1000 and 1500 rpm became complete, slight and little purple in
colors. Next, a cesium ﬂuoride (1 nm)/aluminum (40 nm) bi-layers were thermally evaporated on the P3HT:PCBM surface in an

-

evaporation chamber (base vacuum <10 6 Torr) located within
the glove box. The completed devices with an active area of
3 mm2 were characterized in the glove box with I–V measurement
in both dark and light conditions. The I–V curves were collected at
room temperature with a Keithley 237 source meter, under an illumination condition of AM 1.5G and 100 mW/cm2 with using solar
light simulator. Then, all devices were thermally annealed on a
hotplate at a temperature of 160 °C for 8 min in the glove box, followed by I–V measurement again in the glove box. Finally, they
were transferred to outside of the glove box for additional characterizations in ambient air. Alpha step proﬁlometer was used to
determine the P3HT:PCBM active layer thickness of the devices,
giving 200, 160, and 100 nm (with an accuracy of (5 nm) corresponding to spin speeds of 500, 1000 and 1500 rpm. A Varian Cary
50 UV–vis spectrophotometer was employed to acquire absorbance spectra of the device active layers. A Veeco Digital Imaging
Atomic Force Microscope was utilized to take AFM scanning on
the device active layer surfaces.

3. Results and discussion
Fig. 2a compares current density–voltage (J–V) characteristics
(AM1.5 illumination) of the slowly dried or solvent annealed
P3HT:PCBM BHJ solar cells of 100, 160, and 200 nm active layer
thicknesses, named as devices #1–3. The 200 nm absorber device
#3 demonstrates the best performance with power conversion efﬁciency of 3.76% over 2.86% and 3.04% for devices #1–2, owing to its
highest short circuit current density (Table 1, in the columns of solvent annealing). Considering that the thin to thick active layers
were spun at 1500, 1000, and 500 rpm speeds, there were poor
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Fig. 1. (a) A schematic of P3HT:PCBM based organic solar cells and (b) a picture of
the fabricated devices.

Fig. 2. Current density versus voltage characteristics under AM 1.5G illumination
for RR-P3HT:PCBM solar cell devices #1–3 with different active layer thicknesses as
marked: (a) solvent treatment and (b) followed thermal annealing.
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Table 1
Current density–voltage characteristic parameters of RR:P3HT:PCBM solar cell devices #1–3 with active layer thicknesses of 100 nm, 160 nm, and 200 nm, respectively.
Device #1

Jsc (mA/cm2)
Voc (V)
FF (%)
Efﬁciency (%)

Device #2

Device #3

Solvent
annealing

Followed thermal
annealing

Solvent
annealing

Followed thermal
annealing

Solvent
annealing

Followed thermal
annealing

8.32
0.6
57.4
2.86

11.43
0.6
56
3.84

8.82
0.56
61.6
3.04

10.94
0.58
55.1
3.49

11.34
0.56
59.1
3.76

10.81
0.54
40.1
2.43

to rich amounts of residual solvent left over for the morphology
relaxations. These gave rise to low to high degrees of polymer
ordering in the thin to thick dried layers as indicated by their orange, mixed orange/purple, and complete purple colors, respectively. The color is a direct outcome of the polymer
microstructure and resultant optical absorption property while
ﬁlm thickness affects just the color intensity for a given microstructure [9,10]. Actually, upon spin coating, all samples had orange color but the thickest ﬁlm was fully wet and able to
undergo sufﬁcient solvent assisted polymer organization turning
to purple color when dried while the thinnest ﬁlm was nearly dried
upon the processing with the color basically remained orange,
indicative of an amorphous structure. After followed thermal
annealing the thickest crystalline ﬁlm stayed on the purple color
despite a morphology evolution, while the other samples changed
to complete purple color, in agreement with the ﬁnal identical
absorbance maxima observed from them, which is demonstrated
latter. With polymer ordering are improved light absorption, hole
mobility, balanced charge transport, and thus enhanced device
performances [7,8]. Therefore, the displayed performance trend
originates from the thickness dependent morphology effects, consistent with the observation of Chou et al. on inverted polymer/
ZnO nanorod hybrid solar cells [19].
To improve the device performances, an identical thermal
annealing was carried out at 160 °C for 8 min, which was previously determined to be optimal for single thermal-annealing step
treated polymer solar cells fabricated in this lab. It turned out that
the best photovoltaic performance was then obtained with the
100 nm absorber device upon thermal annealing (Fig. 2b). Table
1 (in the columns of followed thermal annealing) exhibits details
that after thermal annealing device #1 has a profoundly improved
efﬁciency of 3.84% due to a large increase in Jsc while device #3 has
an unexpected efﬁciency drop to 2.43% with a large drop in ﬁll factor FF, and device #2 has a slightly increased efﬁciency of 3.49%
owing to the increases in Jsc and open circuit voltage Voc and a competing decrease in FF. These outcomes are not fully expected instead display combined effects of active layer thickness
associated solvent treatment and thermal annealing on the device
performance as compared to thermal annealing induced improvement or aging of polymer solar cells [4,14].
The trends were repeated for other 5–6 sets of devices of the
same active layer thickness serial (constructed on one substrate
at the same time) as shown in Fig. 3. The average efﬁciencies derived from these 100, 160 and 200 nm absorber devices are,
respectively, 2.1 ± 0.69%, 3.1 ± 0.13%, and 3.7 ± 0.09% before thermal annealing or with solvent vapor treatment, in contrast to
3.8 ± 0.21%, 3.5 ± 0.38%, and 2.6 ± 0.43% after thermal annealing.
To explain the above device behaviors, photocurrent analysis
was employed to get the optoelectronic physics of the devices before and after thermal annealing [20,21]. Fig. 4 exhibits photocurrent density Jph, obtained from subtraction of the current density in
dark (not shown) from that in light (Fig. 2), as a function of effective voltage Veff = Vo V, where Vo (e.g. 0.6 V) is the compensation
voltage at which light current equals dark current and V is applied
bias. It is noticeable that in the log–log plot Jph increases linearly

with voltage in the low effective ﬁeld region (e.g. Veff < 0.2 V) and
turns to gradually saturate with voltage in the high effective ﬁeld
region (Veff J 0.2 V). At Veff  1.6 V (or V = 1 V), Jph, for each device is closer to saturations, which means that majority of photoinduced electron–hole pairs dissociate into free charge carriers from
bound geminate pairs of holes on the donor and electrons on the
acceptor. Thus, in this second region, according to Onsager–Braun
model of ion-pair dissociation in weak electrolytes [17,18], electric-ﬁeld and temperature dependent free charge generation rate
G(E,T) and dissociation probability P(E,T) can be estimated from
Jph(E,T) = qG(E,T)L = qGmaxP(E,T)L, with q the electric charge, L the
absorber thickness, and Gmax the maximal generation rate of free
charges at a large reverse bias [20].
In this work, we adopted this method but differently calculated
P(E,T) from Jph(E,T) = qG 1P(E,T)L, where Jph(E,T) is given in Fig. 4 in
the region of Veff J 0.2 V and G 1 is calculated from Jph(E,T) = qG(E,T)L at Veff  1.6 V or applied voltage V  1 V, and thus
the obtained dissociation probability is a relative value to that at
1 V. Listed in Table 2 are generation rate G 1 at bias of 1 V
and relative dissociation probabilities P0 at short circuit voltage
(V = 0 V) and Pmp at maximum power voltage (e.g. V = 0.4 V). Also
included in the table is series resistance Rs, determined with the
method given in [22] from dark J–V characteristics of the solar
cells. Speciﬁcally, the series resistance (Rs) is derived from log dark
current density versus log voltage curve with using Rs = DV/J,
where DV is the voltage offset from the linearity at high bias and
J is the current density. As shown, for each device either before
or after thermal annealing, the dissociation probability decreases
with diminishing of effective voltage or built-in ﬁeld in the active
layer. For example, for device #3 with solvent annealing, relative to
that at –1 V, the dissociation probabilities are 88.9% and 70.8% at
short circuit and maximum power voltages, respectively. Pmp is directly proportional to power conversion efﬁciency and the decrease
in
dissociation
probability
reﬂects
losses
of
photogenerated charge carriers. It is argued that the charge loss
in the transport and dissociation process could be caused by the
recombination of weakly bound geminate pairs or free electrons
and holes (bimolecular pairs) or both [20,23,24].
Fig. 4 shows that with slow drying the 200 nm thick absorber
device #3 has the highest photocurrent density in the quasi saturation region as compared to that of devices #1–2, due to the better
optical absorption and hole-mobility in the thicker layer resulting
from its higher degree of solvent annealing and polymer ordering.
Importantly, this device also processes relatively high P0 and Pmp
and low series resistance (Table 2, solvent annealing) despite its
largest thickness, indicating lower charge carrier recombination
losses at short circuit and maximum power voltages. This is likely
attributed to the polymer ordering and suitable phase separation
(domain size ideally at 10–20 nm) with still continuous bi-phase
networks, allowing efﬁcient charge separation and transports
[21,26]. Accordingly, the observed performance differences between the slowly dried devices are the results of their thickness
dependent solvent treatments on their morphologies or polymer
ordering and interpenetrating networks. While a vertical phase
separation with P3HT and PCBM enrichments at cathode and an-
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solar cells, where labels (B, D), (F, H), and (J, L) are for devices #1–3 with solvent
annealing and followed thermal annealing, respectively.

ode, respectively, is typical of this material system [25], it should
generate no difference between all the layers as this is dependent
on the surface energy difference of the absorber components and
their interactions with substrates, which are the same for the layers prepared.
Followed thermal annealing greatly improved the behavior of
the thinnest 100 nm absorber device #1 as seen from the improved
photocurrent density at the similarly high level to that of device #3
in the quasi saturation region (Fig. 4) or from the increased G 1 of
8.09  1027 m 3 s 1 (Table 2). This is contributed by the large
enhancement in polymer chain alignment from the less ordered
or amorphous structure of the layer before thermal annealing.
The polymer crystallization is evident from the layer color change
from orange to purple or more clearly from the UV–vis absorbance
spectra (Fig. 5) collected after thermal annealing, which display
overwhelming red-shifted peaks (at 508 nm) with distinguishable
vibronic shoulders (at 550 and 600 nm) as compared to that of
amorphous structure [9], due to interchain p overlap with polymer
ordering. The identical peak positions for all devices are indicative

of the same level of polymer organization in them while the variation of the peak intensity is a function of ﬁlm thickness. This is
also conﬁrmed by the AFM images of the thermally annealed layers
(Fig. 6), which display their similar ﬁbrillar features typical of polymer crystalline domains [26]. In addition, a possible PCBM segregation at the aluminum interface with thermal annealing may be one
more contributing effect for an enhanced electron collection
according to the reported investigations [27,28]. Table 2 further reveals that P0 and Pmp of device #1 greatly increase (up to 76.2% in
Pmp, for example) while Rs correspondently decreases, suggesting
improved hole-mobility for efﬁcient charge transport and resultant
low losses [7,8]. This affords a further meaningful reason for the
profound improvement of efﬁciency with this device after thermal
annealing. Note that although the Rs decreased, the ﬁll factor of this
device slightly decreased from 57.4% to 56% (Table 1) rather than
increased due to a decreased shunting (see Fig. 2) for this thinner
layer device after thermal annealing [29]. In comparison, device
#2 experienced lower enhancements in G 1 and P0 with thermal
annealing since the medium thick absorber initially underwent
more residual solvent treatment and polymer ordering than device
#1.
In contrast, device #3 with the followed thermal annealing
came up with a large drop in Pmp (to 61.3%) and a slight drop in
P0 (Table 2) but with little reduction in G 1 (or saturating Jph). Morphologically, after thermal annealing the absorber of this device is
seen much rougher than that of devices #1–2 as exhibited by the
AFM topography images shown in Fig. 6. This suggests large domains/phase separation with device #3 after thermal annealing
while its earlier morphology may be at a suitable shape according
to the device decent ﬁll factor before thermal annealing. Previous
studies have shown that AFM morphology of P3HT:PCBM blend
ﬁlms is smoother at as-prepared state but becomes rougher with
annealing treatment [30,31]. A domain growth is expected to continuously take place in annealing as a result of the high tendency of
P3HT and PCBM to de-mix in the non-equilibrium blend system,
with a resultant rough morphology formation [7,11,14]. However,
the observed performance degradation with thermal annealing for
the device studied is not mainly attributed to domain growth induced less interfacial area for charge transfers as compared to that

Table 2
Photoinduced charge carrier generation rate G 1 at bias of 1 V and dissociation probabilities P0 at short circuit voltage (V = 0 V) and Pmp at maximum power voltage (e.g.
V = 0.4 V), referenced to that at 1 V, and series resistance Rs for RR:P3HT:PCBM solar cell devices #1–3 with active layer thicknesses of 100 nm, 160 nm, and 200 nm,
respectively.
Device #1

G 1 (m 3 s
P0 (%)
Pmp (%)
Rs (X cm2)

1

)

Device #2

Device #3

Solvent
annealing

Followed thermal
annealing

Solvent
annealing

Followed thermal
annealing

Solvent
annealing

Followed thermal
annealing

6.10  1027
85.3
67.5
18.8

8.09  1027
88.4
76.2
4.3

3.97  1027
86.8
75.5
4.2

4.89  1027
87.3
69.1
6.8

3.99  1027
88.9
70.8
5.3

3.90  1027
86.7
61.3
100
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Fig. 5. UV–vis absorbance spectra of the solvent and thermally annealed RRP3HT:PCBM active layers of 100, 160 and 200 nm thicknesses for devices #1–3.

in [14], where the authors reported an apparent reduction in short
circuit current. Likewise, the degradation is less associated with a
possible deterioration of the electrical contact between the organic
layer and aluminum electrode with surface roughening and chemical effects as discussed in [15,16], in view of the fact that the G 1
presented here remains nearly unchanged after thermal annealing.
Instead, the drop in the dissociation probabilities and thus efﬁciency is most likely attributed to a discontinuation of charge percolations caused by a further domain growth/phase separation in
the followed thermal annealing and consequent more recombination losses [21,26], in agreement with the study carried out with
scanning-probe microscopy by Huang et al. [32]. Furthermore,
the thermal annealing induced large drop in the dissociation probability at merely maximum power voltage or Veff,mp (a lower internal ﬁeld) for Pmp not at short circuit voltage or Veff,0 (a higher
internal ﬁeld) for P0 in the device implies probably bimolecular
recombination dominated losses, as this is weak at Veff,0 but becomes stronger toward Veff,mp according to device modeling
[26,33]. Supportive of this is the strikingly increased Rs of device
#3 (from 5.3 to 100 X cm2 after thermal annealing), which advises
a retarded charge hopping between domains and thus an increased
bi-molecular recombination as in this case there are only injected
bi-molecular charge carriers involved. It is also conﬁrmed by the
space charge limited transport (see the substantial drop in ﬁll factor to 40.1% listed in Table 1) due to charge built-up in the hampered transport networks [34].
Similar effects occurred to device #2 as reﬂected from the
deteriorations in Pmp and Rs and correspondently in FF (Tables
1 and 2), despite the overall slight improvement in efﬁciency
owing to the enhanced polymer ordering with thermal annealing. However, the impairment in the charge transport of device
#2 is hard to perceive from the AFM morphology that is nearly
the same smooth as that of device #1 (Fig. 5). This may illustrate
that polymer solar cell performance strongly relies on the blend
morphologies in terms of nanoscale size and shape of phase-separated regions and thus percolations of charges [35]. This is
stringent for the devices with thicker absorbers because charge
carrier recombination increases with the thickness or distance
that the charges need to traverse to their respective electrodes.
For instance, the overall net generation rates of device # 3 (Table
2) are lower due to its larger absorber thickness related lower
internal electrical ﬁeld and higher series resistance (after thermal annealing).
According to the reported carrier mobility (say 0.0056 cm2/Vs
for holes before anneal) and lifetime of milliseconds timescale
[28,36], the carrier drift or diffusion length under the effective voltages (e.g. 0.6 V) is larger than the phase separated domain size and
the studied active layer thickness (100–200 nm) and should pro-

b
~160nm
RMS ~1.2nm

c
~200nm
RMS ~4.3nm

Fig. 6. AFM topography images of the solvent and thermally annealed RRP3HT:PCBM active layers of thicknesses: (a) 100 nm, (b) 160 nm, and (c) 200 nm
for devices #1–3, with root mean square (RMS) surface roughness as marked.

duce no differences between the device performances. The fact is
that the charge carrier transport comprises of diffusion within
the domains and hopping between domains [7,21,26], the latter
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of which largely affects the device performance. The network formation and evolution and the associated charge transport is
dependent on both the thickness related solvent annealing and
thermal annealing and affects the observed performance trends
and thus is within the focus of the discussion presented here.
The above results and analysis illustrate the importance for
optimization and stabilization of the ultimate morphology involving the combined effects of the layer thickness and annealing on
polymer ordering, interpenetrating networks, charge transport,
and recombination. It is noteworthy that the dissociation probability at maximum power voltage, Pmp, and series resistance, Rs, are
found simultaneously changing and closely correlated to the device efﬁciency. These two parameters appear as a practicable indicator of the intermixing degree of the donor and acceptor and the
status of the afﬁliated charge transport and recombination in bulk
heterojunction solar cells. Though crystallizations enable enhanced
charge carrier mobility within domains, excessive domain growth/
phase separation tends to signiﬁcantly inﬂuence charge hopping
capability and interfacial charge transfer between domains, which
are some essential factors of the device degradation or instability
and can be analyzed with extractions of the photocurrent related
parameters in conjunction with series resistance for potential control or mitigation of the active layer morphology.

4. Conclusion
It has been demonstrated that RR-P3HT:PCBM bulk heterojunction solar cells have different performance characteristics to
annealing depending on the absorber thickness. The studied devices with a slow drying method show increased efﬁciencies with
active layer thickness due to increased residual solvent annealing
giving rise to a better crystallization and phase separation kinetics
in the thicker absorber. With followed thermal annealing the thinner absorber device was improved in morphology and thus in performance while the thicker one became degraded as the high
tendency of P3HT crystallization caused PCBM molecules to further
segregate, reducing the continuation of the charge percolation networks and charge transport efﬁciency with consequent more
recombination losses of charges. Thus, morphology control combing annealing and active layer thickness effects is worthful for
improving the device performance and possibly stability.
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